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ABSTRACT
The article shall discuss how violence in every form of life will get anybody nowhere 
and how the call for peace and tranquillity should be implemented by each mankind 
wherever he lives and wherever they as a group may reside. Hence, peaceful values 
in global perspective are of great significance. The questions which may be raised are 
what do we need to have and what do we need to know prior to talking about peace 
and tranquillity. The other questions which may spur are how to implement peace and 
what makes peace fail and tranquillity never becomes a reality. The answer to those 
questions will become an elaboration of the gist of this presentation. Historically and 
spiritually speaking, peace will not be realized if the reason of failure to achieve peace 
has not been made aware and known to mankind. Albeit various advice and directions 
have been given, peace shall not be realized. This is due to the fact that the advice 
and directions given have not met the substance of the cause and have not been able 
to provide a comprehensive solution to peace itself. The substances of this paper, 
therefore, will try to prove how the need to recognizing and understanding the ‘Voice 
of the Heart’ as ‘inner-soul’ and ‘inner capacity’ themselves will become an essential 
thing to be realized by every individual. 
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ABSTRAK
Makalah ini membincangkan bagaimana implikasi keganasan dalam setiap sudut 
kehidupan tidak membawa ke mana-mana dan bagaimana tuntutan untuk keamanan 
dan kesejahteraan kepada umat manusia perlu dilaksanakan di mana sahaja mereka 
berada. Dengan itu, perspektif global tentang nilai keamanan amat diperlukan. 
Antara persoalan yang timbul adalah apa yang perlu ada dan kita tahu sebelum 
membicarakan tentang keamanan dan kesejahteraan. Seterusnya bagaimana keamanan 
dapat diraih dan apa punca yang menyebabkan keamanan dan kesejahteraan tidak 
dapat direalisasikan. Jawapan kepada setiap persoalan tersebut menjadi intipati 
perbincangan masalah ini. Berdasarkan sejarah dan nilai kemanusiaan, keamanan 
tidak dapat dicapai sekiranya punca yang menyebabkan ia gagal, tidak disedari dan 
diketahui oleh manusia walaupun pelbagai nasihat dan petunjuk telah diberikan/
nyata, keamanan belum pasti dapat dicapai. Ini adalah kerana nasihat dan petunjuk 
yang diberikan tidak selari dengan intipati penyebab ia berlaku serta tidak berupaya 
memberi penyelesaian menyeluruh kearah mencapai keamanan. Intipati makalah ini 
cuba menjelaskan bahawa perlunya mengetahui dan memahami ‘suara hati’ yang 
merangkumi entiti ‘jiwa dalaman’ dan ‘keupayaan dalaman diri’ sebagai perkara 
yang amat penting untuk difahami oleh setiap manusia.
Kata kunci: Pegangan; jiwa; suara hati; kesejahteraan; manusia
INTRODUCTION
Values can be defined as broad preferences concerning appropriate courses of 
action or outcomes. As such, values reflect a person’s sense of right and wrong 
or what ‘ought’ to be ‘equal rights for all’, ‘excellence deserves admiration’ and 
‘people should be treated with respect and dignity’ are representative of values. 
Values tend to influence attitudes and behavior. Values tend to be the evaluative 
aspect of our belief, value and attitude systems (Porter 1982). Value contributes to 
the development and content of our attitudes. Generally speaking, some values are 
physiologically determined and are normally considered objective, such as a desire 
to avoid physical pain or to seek pleasure. Other values are considered subjective, 
vary across individuals and cultures and are in many ways aligned with belief 
and belief systems. Types of values include moral values, doctrinal or ideological 
(religious, political) values, social values and aesthetic values. It is debated whether 
some values that are not clearly physiologically determined, such as altruism, are 
intrinsic, and whether some, such as acquisitiveness, should be classified as vices 
or virtues. Values have been studied in various disciplines: anthropology, behavioral 
economics, business ethics, corporate governance, moral philosophy, political 
sciences, social psychology, sociology and theology to name just a few. 
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Kinnier et al. (2000) argued that diversity and universality could coexist within 
the human community. Toward that goal, they constructed a short list of universal 
moral values. It was expected, then that the short list of the most universally accepted 
values could serve as a frame of reference or general guide. However, Huston Smith, 
the renowned scholar of religious studies, used a similar term, the ‘primordial 
tradition’ to refer to universal spiritual archetypes. Griffin (1989) believed that there 
were many differences between religions but also that a common core of spiritual 
principles existed in all of them. Kinnier et al. (2000) analyses yielded the following 
four major categories and more specific values: 1. Commitment to something greater 
than oneself which is to recognize the existence of and be committed to a Supreme 
Being, higher principle, transcendent purpose or meaning to one sexistence, to seek 
the truth or truths which is to seek justice. 2. Self-respect, but with humility, self-
discipline and acceptance of personal responsibility, which is to respect and care 
for oneself, to not exalt oneself or overindulge to show humility and avoid gluttony, 
greed, or other forms of selfishness or self-centeredness to act in accordance with 
one’s conscience and to accept responsibility for one’s behavior 3. Respect and 
caring for others (i.e., the Golden Rule) which is to recognize the connectedness 
between all people, to serve humankind and to be helpful to individuals, to be caring, 
respectful, compassionate, tolerant and forgiving of others, and to not hurt others 
(e.g., do not murder, abuse, steal from, cheat, or lie to others) and 4. Caring for other 
living things and the environment. All those values produce peaceful life.
Values have something to do with culture. The paradox of culture is the 
commonalities that exist in the midst of its diffusion or even confusion. There are 
generalizations that may be made about all cultures that are referred to as universals 
such as education, ethics, food taboos and marriage (Harris 1982). Hence, there 
is a universal moral law written on the human heart (Moody 1995). In Jam’iyyat 
al-Islaamiyah (JMI), that kind of thing is called Ummatan Wasathon which is the 
‘Ruh’ or inner soul within the human heart itself  that some other time will whisper 
through human’s ears that this is the right path and that is the wrong path 9 (Ibn 
Manzur t.th).
GLOBAL VILLAGE AND THE NEED FOR PEACE
The technological feasibility, says Barnlund (1982) of what we call ‘a global village’ 
is no longer in doubt. The means already exist in telecommunication systems linking 
the world by satellite, in aircraft capable of moving people faster than the speed of 
sound in computers which can disgorge facts more rapidly than men can formulate 
their questions. The methods for bringing people closer physically and electronically 
are clearly at hand. But the question is: 1. Will a global village be a mere collection 
or a true community of men? 2. Will its residents be neighbors capable of respecting 
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and utilizing their differences, or clusters of strangers living in ghettos and united 
only in their antipathies for others? 3. Everybody knows that modern science and 
technology has brought about fantastic changes in contemporary life. Our globe has 
shrunk tremendously and we can travel from one corner of the earth to another in a 
matter of hours. The world has been reduced to a city, various countries being like 
localities of a single town. Unfortunately, this narrowing of distance is just a physical 
and external phenomenon. Peoples of the world mentally and psychologically are still 
poles apart (Barnlund 1982). Even though at the political level men aspire to develop 
a universal brotherhood and a world state, yet in reality they are still blind to the basis 
or values on which to bridge the barriers of color, creed, ethnicity and race.
The desire for world peace and cordial relations among the nations of the world 
led to the formation of the ‘League of Nations’ in the early part of the previous 
century. However, it failed miserably and ceased to exist after a few years because of 
the utterly selfish and in human attitude of some of the member countries (Kanungo 
& Mendonca 1996). The yearning for peace and not pieces, and amicability in 
international relations persisted and it again resulted in the formation of a world 
body known as the ‘United Nations Organization’. It is an open secret, however, 
that it has for all practical purposes failed to achieve its objectives. Most resolutions 
passed by the United Nation Organization are not implemented in clear defiance of 
its charter. Even though it has prestigious paraphernalia of offices and divisions, its 
efficacy as a custodian of peace has never met the mark (Mahathir 1991).
DISCUSSION
Peace and Justice
Peace is linked to justice. Injustice is the main and primary cause of war. Raines 
(2002) stated that in the United States, there is a popular phrase: “If you want peace, 
work for justice”. The struggle for justice is about power. And today, that struggle is 
not simply within a nation between groups that have more power and those that have 
less. Today, the struggle for justice is between nations, between more powerful nations 
and less powerful nations. To work for peace requires of us that we work for global 
economic justice.
The opposite of peace, Raines (2002) said, is violence. If we analyze violence, 
we discover that there are two fundamental forms of violence. The first is ‘horizontal 
violence’- the violence between persons, the violence that is visible and shown on 
television. The second kind of violence is ‘vertical or structural violence’. It is the 
violence that is the result of how power works to privilege and protect itself. This 
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second kind of violence is often hidden. It is the violence that results from decisions 
in corporate board rooms or the decisions taken by powerful international agencies 
run by powerful nations. Vertical or structural violence is always more effective in 
its destruction.
Justice according to Hanafi (2001) requires an even relations between two equal 
partners while injustice produces an uneven relation between two unequal partners. 
The ‘invisible wars’ such as poverty, misery, famine, epidemics, unemployment, 
discrimination, exploitation, racism, apartheid, oppression, are behind the destruction 
of peace as much as the ‘visible wars’ such as aggressions and invasions. As far as 
‘invisible wars’ continue not only on the material level such as the mal-distribution 
of wealth and the unequal development but also on the moral one namely the relation 
between the center and the periphery, violence and wars will continue. That is why 
in the Quran one of the derivative verbal forms from the word Salam which means 
peace is Sallama which means to give-back, to return and to deliver. Peace would 
reign if each depositary returns back his deposit to its owner. No peace is possible 
as far as the depositary is with holding the deposit from its legal owner and acquires 
it for himself. No peace is possible without permanent justice. That is why military 
occupation foreign settlement in occupied territories, reservations, deportations 
and all forms of injustices regarding the relation between people’s and lands will 
continue to be the major cause of war. The state of peace is an ideal state while a 
state of belligerency is a real one. Islam would vouch for the ideal state against the 
real one, since the ideal through human action is the only potential real and since the 
actual real, as an expression of passions, is volatile. This is expressed by a parable 
of two belligerent partners and two equal ones. In the first case, belligerency is a 
result of inequality. In the second case, equality brings peace. Therefore, inequality 
between any two partners becomes a cause of war while equality brings peace.
Whoever greets and salutes offering peace cannot be discredited or disbelieved. 
He has to be taken on his words and be offered peace in return. Peace is reciprocal 
between two partners. If one would offers peace, the other accepts it in good faith. A 
greeting of peace does not generate fear or anxiety. One of the derivative noun-forms 
is al-Salm which means also peace. Peace means here a conditional, contractual and a 
two-ways movement between any two belligerents. If one shows signs for peace, the 
other has to receive it. If one shows readiness for peace, the other has immediately to 
yield. Applied to International relations, peace is reciprocated by peace. If a Nation 
manifests a desire for peace, the other nation reciprocates. An offer of peace can 
never be rejected. If a Nation offers guarantees of peace to another Nations, the state 
of belligerency would then ends. War would have no justification any more.  The 
highest guarantee of peace is to diffuse the causes of war occupied land returned, 
unjustice lifted-up, discrimination abolished…etc. However, if a Nation transgresses 
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another Nation and does not offer any guarantees of peace, its aggression is naturally 
encountered by self-defense peace for peace, war for war. The absence of guarantees 
are such as occupied territories not returned back, invasion not ended, oppression not 
banned, injustices not lifted, discrimination not eliminated etc. Here is a prototype 
of Jihad as a just war. Jihad is only a defensive war against all kinds of oppression 
once all peaceful means were exhausted.
What prevents people from submitting their will to the Divine Will is in 
conclusion, the political power. Their submission to the political power is contrary 
to their submission to the Divine Will. Solomon asked his Chiefs to destroy Queen 
Sheba’s throne in order to liberate her people from her power. Their submission to 
her was servitude, while their submission to God is freedom. Therefore, the only 
way to settle the disputes between Nations is to surrender their wills to God’s Will. 
If a nation disobeys, it is reminded by the Divine message without compelling and 
forcing. Peace cannot be implemented by war, otherwise it will be a contradiction 
in terms.  Ends do not justify means. Peace between nations can be implemented 
only through peaceful means. Nations ‘unbound’ such as big Powers are the major 
causes of limited or generalized wars. Nations ‘bound’ by a universal code of ethics 
can generate peace. The big Powers as ‘unbound’ nations are serf-nations, subject to 
their desires and greadiness, while the ‘bound’ nations abiding by the universal code 
of ethics are free-nations. The question is how far International Law, United Nation 
Charter, Declaration of Human Rights or Declaration of  People Rights do represent 
a Universal Code of Ethics? (Hanafi 2001).
Religion and World Peace
Ideally, as mentioned by Karen, “One of the Ten Commandments given to Moses on 
the Mount Sinai was Thou shalt not kill”. Indeed most of these commandments are 
concerned with an absolute respect for the inalienable rights of others, and this is one 
of the greatest legacies of Judaism to the rest of the World” a call for peace. Phramaha 
Hansa Dhammahaso (2010), a Buddhist, explained that:
From a Buddhist perspective, the word ‘peace’ contains two level meanings. 
Firstly, as an ultimate truth, it means ‘Nirvana’: the state of mind that does 
not have passions, such as desire, ignorance and delusion. In another words, 
whenever our mind is not under the control of passions, it is calm and peaceful. 
So, we are able to call ‘true peace’. Secondly, in general truth, ‘peace’ means 
human beings and societies might have conflict with each other, for instance 
conflict of data, interest, structure and value, but they attempt to choose the best 
option by negotiation or dialogue without violent action. Therefore, ‘peace’ in 
term of Buddhism has much more to say that not only when human beings and 
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societies have problems with each other, they do not solve problems by using 
violence, such as war, beating, killing and so on, but they also have loving-
kindness and compassion with other people in the world.
In his last explanation about peace in Buddhism, Phramaha Hansa Dhammahaso 
(2010) stated that one can find peace through meditation internally.
Regarding to Hanafi (2001), an Egyptian famous scholar wrote in one of the 
international conferences held in Makassar, Indonesia that the most common of the 
derivative verbal forms of Islam is aslama which means etymologically to submit 
one’s will, to bow or to surrender. At the same time the verb means “enter into 
peaceful life and surrender to God”. Therefore, to adopt Islam, means to submit one’s 
will to the Divine Will, to obey His Orders and to implement His Commandments. 
No peace is possible as far as human will is refractory to Divine Commands, 
resisting Divine Will and reluctant to implement Divine Imperatives. Without this 
submission of human will to Divine Will, there will be always grievances and fears. 
The realization of Divine Orders manifests through the good deeds not only words 
without intentions. Peace is not utterance, but internal conviction and external 
action. Peace is not talking but first feeling and then doing. 
Ahmad (1980) was right when he said that, in fact, if one looks at the matter 
from the right perspective, one would realize that the role of the Holy Books is 
inevitably very clear. It can definitely meet the challenge of our times. The failure 
of peace-making world bodies like United Nations Organization is that they cannot 
possibly offer grounds for treating various national and ethnic groups as equal 
partners in the community of nations. The Holy Books, on the other hand, give 
us two fundamental value concepts, which alone can bind the human race in one 
single totality. It tells us that all human beings living on the surface of this earth 
come from one primordial pair, Adam and Eve, such they are like members of 
one family. Again the Creator of all is Allah and as such they are all equal in 
His sight. White people have no superiority over colored people, nor have Eastern 
nations any grounds to boast against the Western ones. The Quran totally negates 
all baseless values and attitudes, which treat some people as inferior to others in 
any respect whatsoever.
In today’s state of crises, the call for renewal, change, and progress is heard 
everywhere. The Prophet Muhammad pbuh is a prime example of a personality who 
understood how to bring about revolutionary progress and build a community of true 
brotherhood. He, for instance, preached and he really practiced what he preached-in 
his address on his farewell pilgrimage, which epitomizes the climax of his mission 
(al-Nisa 4: 1) Allah says in Holy Quran: 
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An Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab, nor has a non-Arab over an Arab. 
You are all born of Adam, and Adam was made out of clay.
 Quranic teachings can give significant leadership to the rest of the world on 
the question of race relations. Actually, Islam has the significant record of racial 
tolerance. Lippman (1982) explains: “The performance of the Moslem Arabs when 
they conquered Egypt in the seventh century, for example, is a model of benevolence 
compared to that of the Catholic Spaniards in Mexico and Peru”. Its mosque and 
its pilgrimage gatherings have known no color barrier. The message of the Quran 
rejects any racial prejudice or superiority. Even western non-Muslim scholars such 
as Toynbee (1948) admitted this and said:
The extinction of race consciousness between Muslims is one of the outstanding 
moral achievements of Islam, and in the contemporary world there is, as it 
happens, a crying need for the propagation of the Islamic virtue. The forces 
of racial toleration, which at present seem to be fighting a losing battle in a 
spiritual struggle of immense importance to mankind, might still regain the 
upper hand if any strong influence militating against racial consciousness were 
now to be thrown into the scales. It is conceivable that the spirit of Islam might 
be the timely reinforcement which would decide this issue in favor of tolerance 
and peace.
The Quran provides all mankind and not only the Muslim brotherhood with two 
cardinal principles on the basis of which we can unite peoples of the world in global 
harmony (universal brotherhood), (al-Hujurat 49:13) Allah says in Holy Quran:
O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and a female, and 
made you into nations and tribes, that you may know each other (not that you 
may despise each other). Verily, the most honored of you in the sight of God is 
(he who is) the most righteous of you.
Here, the Quran declares two points which can create a deep sense of unity and 
thus peace among the diverse ethnic, racial, and religious-cultural groups of the 
world: the unity of men which reflects the unity (oneness) of their creator, and the 
human unity which reflects the common origin of mankind in Adam. All mankind 
has descended, according to the above verse, from one pair of parents, Adam and 
Eve. Their races, ethnic groups, tribes, and nations are merely labels by which we 
may know their differing characteristics. Before God they are all one. The most 
honorable is the one who is most righteous. Allah is the Creator of all human beings 
and as such they are all equal in his sight. Although this explanation may seem 
rather theoretical and far-fetched, history tells us that Muhammad SAW, established 
a society based on these very principles and values which were free of internal strife 
and conflict based on the inner capacity values lying in the heart of every human. 
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Hanafi (2001) then continued saying that calling for peace is an honorable 
endeavor which causes no sadness or gives any feeling of humilition. No nation 
can be discouraged from pursuing peace. This is also one of the meanings of al-
Salm. Living in peace is not a sign of weakness, but a sign of strength. On the 
contrary, going to war is not a sign of strength, but a sign of weakness. Asking for 
peace is not tending a lower hand to an upper hand but tending an upper hand to 
raise the lower hand in order to have two equal partners. Peace requires modesty 
and humility not arrogance and false-pride. Power with arrogance causes war. 
Power with humility generates peace. The message of Solomon to the Queen of 
Sheba calling her for Islam was a warning to her against arrogance, a call to her 
for submitting her will to the divine will, namely to Islam. One derivative verbal 
forms in the Quran, Hanafi (2001) said, is Sallama which means to save. Salam 
is linked to safety and security. There is no peace in a situation of unsafety and 
insecurity. Therefore, peace is linked to safety and security. Once internal security 
becomes a feeling in the individual as well as in society, peace would reign. If 
the feeling of insecurity prevails whether based on real threats or on the complex 
of persecution, war becomes the only means left for self-defense. Paradise, the 
symbol of life in peace, is also a place of safety and security. Bowing in prayer is 
a sign of peace, quietude and internal security. Bowing, bending the body, looking 
downward, prosterating and bending the body further down, putting the front on 
the floor without any distance between the eyes and the ground, both movements in 
prayer are signs not only of humility but also of internal as well as external peace 
and security.
According to him, in line with the teaching of his religion, the highest good deed 
is the respect of one’s parents. Peace, after being elemented in the soul and before 
being realized in the world, passes through family life in which the individual and the 
social are intertwined. Peace in family life is a prolegomenon for peace in social life. 
In the family, the future men and women are educated, the future leaders are formed 
and the future destiny of nations is virtually forseen. The denial of one’s parent is 
prototype action for the denial of the whole society. Externally, Hanafi (2001) added 
that once peace in the soul is implemented, peace in the world becomes a natural 
consequence. No peace on earth is possible without a prior peace in the self. Islam 
as religion of peace is conceived for the benefit of man, not for the benefit of God. 
God spoke and send messenger to call for the peace in the self and on earth. God is 
self-sustaining while man needs. Man needs an ideal to be realized and a call to be 
fulfilled. Once Islam is adopted by the act of witness, lies become impossible and 
truth is always spelled out. The witness means to unify saying, perceiving, feeling 
and thinking. To lie is to dissociate between saying on one hand and perceiving 
feeling and thinking on the other hand, between the external world and the internal 
world. Diplomacy as the art of “say what you do not think and think what you do 
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not say” is the prototype of a lie. The credibility of politicians is usually at steak 
because of their political discourse. Once Islam is adopted and witnessed, reality 
is perceived and truth is spelled out. Once reality and truth become synonymous 
the passage from the peace in the soul to the peace in the world occurs as a natural 
consequence.
Peace is a serious matter to be dealt with lightly or hypocritically. Peace is not 
a matter of words but of deeds. It is not implemented by continuous conferences, 
regular summits or lengthy and unfinishing negotiations. The submission to the 
divine will is not only a matter of words but deeds. This submission is conditioned 
by abandoning the bad deeds and fulfilling the good deeds. This is the meaning of 
derivative noun al-Salm. Bad deeds are contrary to the submission to divine will. The 
highest deed is the good deed, the righteous deed. Divine orders are implemented 
through the good deeds not only through good intentions. Peace is not talking but 
feeling and doing.
Peace is not linked to might but to right. The supremacy of one nation on another 
is not according to its power but according to its legitimate right. The glory of a 
nation is not in the number of space-rockets, fighter-planes, tanks and war-ships it 
owns, but in the value and ideals it stands for. Might goes up and down, while right 
is always high. Might destroys itself by itself since there is always a more mighty 
and a less mighty, while right is self-sustaining because right does not contradict a 
right (Azhar et al. 2002). Historically speaking, peaceful value has become a token 
of success of the spread of any belief or religion along the history of the world. Such 
case could be traced from the history of the spread of Islam in Indonesia. The spread 
of Islam in Indonesia has been characterized by peaceful penetration (penetration 
pacifique), as Kern (1947) calls it. Neither outwardly, nor inwardly, were those 
adherents of Islam forced into a situation of conflict. The shared observation of 
Gibbon (1821), Gear (1956) and De Wilde (1946) that Islam was propagated by the 
sword and force is simply not true. Arnold (1913) says:
They (the Muslims) did not come as conquerors, like the Spanish in the 
sixteenth century, or use the sword as an instrument of conversion, nor did 
they arrogate to themselves the privileges of a superior and dominant race so 
as to degrade and oppress the original inhabitants; coming simply as traders, 
they employed all their superior intelligence and civilization in the service of 
their religion, not as a means towards their personal aggrandizements and the 
amassing of wealth. 
It might also be possible to assume that Muslim traders who came to do business 
with the people of this region were accompanied by Sufis who satisfied the spiritual 
needs of the people. Johns (1961), on the other hand, writes that in the story of 
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Islam’s coming to Indonesia, the learned, the pious, the Sufi saints and the devoted 
preachers, appeared essentially during the second stage (Arsyad 2003). Finally, what 
I would like to state is that in any plural society, ‘violence’ will not be the omen of 
a new reign of any one’s belief along with their laws. It is a cry of regret that such a 
kingdom will never come to pass. On the other hand, just, calm, and peaceful soul 
as well as tranquility, discipline, and orderliness as well as regularity will always be 
a new captain wherever he bears up for. Surely, the history has told us that violence 
and force will get anybody nowhere. Presenting one of the ancient stories revealing 
the defeat of the ‘force’ and ‘violence’ and the winning of the peaceful value (smiling 
value) is quite important  as cited below: 
One day, the north wind and the sun were arguing. They were trying to decide 
which one of them was stronger. When a traveler came along wrapped up in 
his overcoat, they agreed that the one who could make the traveler take off his 
coat would be declared the stronger of the two. The North Wind began. He 
blew as ‘hard’ and as ‘forceful’ as he could, but the harder he blew, the tighter 
the traveler wrapped his coat around himself. Finally, the north wind gave up. 
Then the sun began to shine and smile with intense heat and, right away, the 
traveler took off his coat. The north wind had to concede the Sun was stronger 
than he was.
The Necessity of Personal Peace
That is why the peace and tranquility enjoyed by men makes its impression on the 
outer world. The subjective peace and harmony experienced from within makes 
harmony possible in the world around them. Therefore, peace in the individual comes 
before peace in society. Peace in the soul precedes peace in the World. In that sense, 
Islam which means the submission to the Divine Will is the religion per excellence. 
Islam is conceived neither as forms of rituals which change from a religion to another, 
nor as a legal system for a society in a given moment in history, nor as a belief-system 
composed of dogmas as historical facts but only as a value-system based essentially 
on the submission to the Divine Will. Everyone should be aware then, that the cause of 
crises with respect to world peace is due to economic and political grounds (Worldly 
tendency element) and not to the divergence of religions. Another grounds is the lack 
of understanding of the teachings of the Holy Book.
The Role of Spiritual Education
In a time when the world is threatened by the destructive powers of man, in a time 
when religion is associated more with war than with peace (Schacht 1974), in a time 
of confusion and doubt, may spiritual education remind us that humankind’s best 
hope lies within its own highest nature and voice of the heart (Muhaiyaddeen 1991). 
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To comprehend the role of spiritual education in encouraging peaceful values, it is 
necessary to remember that education means “understanding of what makes or marks 
a soul (spiritual potential and inner capacity), and learning something without putting 
it into actual practice is meaningless. One therefore should know how to distinguish 
between right and wrong in regard to both this world and the hereafter and should 
choose the proper conduct, so that his misguided intellect may not lead him astray” 
(Khan 1944). The core idea of education in Islam and the ultimate goal of education, 
even while one is mastering the natural sciences, is not to dominate the world and 
gain external power, but to dominate oneself (Nasr 1997). For, education is therefore 
inseparable from spiritual life (Sharif 1995). The Islamic educational system never 
divorced the training of the mind from that of the inner soul and the whole being of 
the person. It never considered the transmission of knowledge or its possession to be 
legitimate without the possession of appropriate moral and spiritual qualities. In fact, 
the possession of knowledge, power, chances to rule, and chances to be a dominant 
citizen without these qualities is considered dangerous (Nasr 1983). 
Equanimity, compassion and peace are the foundations of the spiritual education. 
The gentleness, contemplative solitude, and universal tolerance of the Prophet are 
reflected in spiritual behavior. The spiritual genealogy is thus impeccable. No wonder 
why Modern Neo-Sufism in Indonesia has made spirituality as the endearing and 
enduring side of peaceful life (Ahmed 1988). Spiritual education with the goal of 
encouraging ‘peaceful value’ has a role in the daily life of a society only if the real 
meaning of the word salam or peace and surrender are imposed on the minds of its 
speakers. We do not need to reject someone because he falls or because his shirt gets 
splashed with mud. We should wash him with wisdom and absolute faith, with unity 
and good qualities. And when the time comes he will learn to clean himself. What 
can we show him in the meantime? Love and compassion! Our love must be like 
soap. If we show the qualities of compassion, love, charity, generosity, justice, and 
peace, these will bring him to his senses. We are not Muslims if we reject someone 
saying, “He holds another belief. He belongs to a different group or organization. He 
is theirs not ours”. None of that matters; what we need is to be one. Parochialism is 
not going to get anybody anywhere (Nasr 1983).
One needs to strive to realize his spiritual potential and inner soul as the inner 
capacity by eliminating all his egoistic features or behaviors. Otherwise, a man 
becomes like an animal or a demon. When one does realize his spiritual potential, 
altruistic behaviors could be manifested. The Quran (al-Hashr 59: 9) says Wa 
yu’tsiruuna ala anfusihim walau kaana khasasah (Give others preference over 
themselves, even though poverty was their own lot). It this respect, the explanation 
rendered by Rose (2014) on the voice of the heart recognition is worth mentioning. 
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Recognizing the Voice of the Heart
We should keep the good things clean, wash away the dirt and thus cleanliness value 
should be kept. We should wash our innermost hearts until they become light. We 
have to go beyond ‘what is seen on the outside’ into our hearts; that is where God 
has revealed everything. ‘He must dwell within us and try to find the words that will 
reveal him. If we are proud and say, ‘I have already learned so much, I am indeed 
learned’, then nothing will be revealed to us. We can only attain wisdom if we grab 
hold of God and hold on and hold on, saying, ‘I surrender, I surrender, I surrender’. 
This kind of self spiritual education, in my opinion, will spur peace and encourage 
world peace and tranquility. The letter of the honorable Rose (2014) to his Holiness, 
Pope Francis, at Apostolic Palace, in Vatican City, Italy on April 28th 2014, on the 
‘Call for Peace’ should be implemented by each mankind wherever they may be. 
Prior to talking about peace, he said, we will need to firstly know the substance 
and the embodiment of peace itself, its foundation; how to implement peace and 
what made peace fail. It should actually begin with recognizing and understanding 
the ‘Voice of the Heart’ itself, so that it can thereafter be known by all mankind 
wherever they may be. 
The voice of the heart can be sensed and distinguished by every person because 
God has given them the substance or sense or indulgence when enhancing the 
creation of mankind by way of breathing the spirit into the human body. Through 
breathing the spiritual soul into the human body, every mankind can feel, identify, 
understand and hear the voice of the heart; which call upon the virtues and call upon 
the crime. Only when these two voices of the heart can be fully comprehended by 
every mankind, that peace can be slowly achieved. Why are people always in a hurry 
and in haste in dealing with something; either in expressing themselves through 
words or deeds? The voice of the heart will be the determining factor of all of those. 
If every human being should initiate something without recognizing the voice of the 
heart, actions taken in haste will always be a controlling factor in their conduct to 
deal with something; which conduct will then causes various rifts starting from not 
willing to loose, not willing to be blamed, not willing to be humiliated, all of which 
will give rise to an emotional attitude, which are no longer willing to accept the 
truth from anybody. Therefore, it all comes from the voice of the heart. If we always 
initiate something based on the voice of the heart which initiates crime, no peace 
will ever be realized. However, if a deed is initiated based on the voice of the heart 
which initiates virtue, then peace will surely be slowly realized.
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CONCLUSION
This article concludes that ideally speaking, peace will not be realized if the reason 
of failure to achieve peace has not been made aware and known to mankind. Albeit 
various advice and directions have been given, peace shall not be realized. This 
is due to the fact that the advice and directions given have not met the substance 
of the cause and have not been able to provide a comprehensive solution to peace 
itself. Everybody factually has a kind of trustworthy, wise, and holy spiritual soul 
al-Ruh within him. The function of the aforementioned soul is to win and beat all 
the wills and wishes of the physical human being which consists of the air, the water, 
the soil, and the fire elements which are also called element Hawa, Nafsu, Dunia, 
Syaitan. This physical human being tends to summon force and violence while his 
trustworthy, wise, and holy spiritual soul tends to summon peace, benevolence, 
wisdom as well as rectitude and mercy among the creatures of God. The voice of 
the heart (which is the spiritual soul and the inner capacity) never tells a lie and 
recognizing it (the voice of the heart) is very significant  in order to live peacefully 
in global perspective.
Therefore, mankind were actually at the beginning, one community and origin, 
one soul. God sent Prophets with glad tidings and warnings, and with them, he sent 
the scripture in truth to judge between people in matters wherein they differed. Then 
God guides by his leave (permission) those who believe to the truth of what and 
wherein they differ. And God guides whom he wills to a straight path through the 
inner soul and the voice of the heart (al-Baqarah 2: 213). Peace in the individual 
comes before peace in Society. Peace in the soul precedes peace in the World. By 
reconizing the voice of the heart individually, one will not tell a lie, one will do 
justice and will act fairly because peace is linked to justice and injustice is the main 
and primary cause of war and violence, and eventually, one will live peacefully. In 
the end, the community at large will consequently live in peace.
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